Breakfast | Café Flair
Right in the middle of Magdeburg’s city centre, its hustle and bustle can best be observed during a leisurely breakfast. Café Flair serves a wide variety of delicacies, from vegans to sweets to Magdeburg specialities.

Morning | 10 am city bus tour
A city bus tour is recommended for your first sightseeing overview. It starts at 10 am at the Old Market Square next to the town hall. The red double decker can’t be missed. A German children’s audio channel and a selection of different languages are available. Tickets can be bought at the tourist information right next to the Café Flair.

Lunch | Restaurant or café in Leiterstraße
Leiterstraße, near the Hundertwasser building, offers a large selection of restaurants allowing for an incredible variety. In addition to Greek delicacies, there are also Asian, Italian and above all Czech specialties to discover.

Afternoon | Villa p.
Your afternoon program leads to the Villa p., the puppet theater Magdeburg well known for the largest public puppetry collection in central Germany. Maybe a performance is even taking place right then? Step in and enjoy!

Dinner | Elbelandhaus
Not far from the puppet theater you can find the idyllic restaurant Elbelandhaus, which invites you to enjoy meals directly on the river banks. On the meadows in front of the terrace, the little ones can romp during waiting time.

Evening program | Along the Elbe with a view of the historic lifting bridge
A short walk leads you along the Elbe river and back to the city center. The path is ideal for skating or scootering and leads to the brightly lit lifting bridge.

Bad weather options:
NEMO adventure pool, swimming pools, laser tag, SkyFly (trampoline park), indoor playgrounds (Leo’s Abenteuerland, Schatzhöhle, Jimmys Spielewelt), racing ring, cathedral museum, cultural history museum
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Breakfast / Café Del Sol
Adventures are best experienced when well-fed beforehand. Café Del Sol is located near the Elbauenpark, where you will spend your whole day. A special children’s menu offers the little guests a variety of delicacies to choose from.

Morning / Elbauenpark with summer toboggan run, ElbauenZip, giant slide tower, ...
The largest amusement park in Saxony-Anhalt can be experienced in its full extent not only in one morning, so it is worthwhile to plan the entire day there. In addition to the summer toboggan run, various playgrounds, the air cushions, the slide tower and other experiences invite you to stroll around, romp and explore.

Lunch / Lunch in the park
Delicious snacks are available directly in the Elbauenpark. Various snacks or an ice cone on the hand are available at several locations throughout the area. A self-brought picnic on one of the many meadows can also be recommended.

Afternoon / Elbauenpark with millennium tower
The imposing millennium tower exhibits 6'000 years of human and technical history on five levels. With a height of 60 meters, the tower is the tallest wooden building as a wood-glulam construction. With the ElbauenZip, a daring flight of 400 meters across the park is possible.

Dinner / Dom-König
This evening and after such excitement, an enjoyable dinner should not be missed. Directly at the foot of Magdeburg Cathedral is the restaurant Dom-König with hearty German cuisine. Alternatively, a wide variety of international restaurants can be found in the area.
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Breakfast | Alex
Water fountains and imposing architecture are the backdrop of this morning’s hours as they frame the breakfast buffet of the Alex café, restaurant, and bar. The large selection on the breakfast buffet also makes children happy.

Morning | Zoo Magdeburg
Off to the north from the city center, the animal worlds of the Magdeburg Zoo are waiting for you. Hop on a tram (tickets can be bought onboard) and go straight to the zoo’s entrance. Countless enclosures and aviaries allow you to marvel at the animals up close. Playgrounds for climbing and slides can be found throughout the site.

Lunch | Africambo Lodge at the Zoo
A small or large lunch can be eaten in the Africambo adventure world. In the immediate vicinity of elephants and other animals of the African continent, this hearty break can be particularly enjoyable.

Afternoon | Zoo Magdeburg (animal feeding)
Depending on the day of the week and interest, different animal feedings can be experienced, such as the waddling penguins or the giant Rothschild giraffes.

Dinner | Daniel’s Elbwerk
After another exciting day, a relaxed dinner with regional dishes is recommended. Located directly on the Elbe and in northern Magdeburg, the restaurant Daniel’s Elbwerk serves culinary delights. A children’s playroom allows for the young to continue their day full of action and activities.

Alternative and additional excursions: Holiday park Plötzky, Autostadt Wolfsburg, Stone Age village Randau, city park with playground, lantern and light tour for kids and parents at 5 pm during the holidays.

Tip:
There are more than 130 playgrounds in the city – practically one close to every doorstep. They are quite varied and invite you to swing, slide and climb.